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News……. 

Board Takes Unprecedented Step Over Hospital Handover Delays 
The Trust Board has voted unanimously to take the unprecedented action of raising the risk rating for hospital 
handover delays to 25, the highest available; it’s the first time in the Trust’s history that such action has been    
taken.  What the rating means is that the Trust believes that it is ‘almost certain’ that delays will result in 
‘catastrophic’ patient harm.  It comes after one patient was looked after by ambulance crews for 13 hours while 
waiting to be handed over at Royal Shrewsbury Hospital in early October with other crews regularly waiting up to 
10 hours.  Writing in the Board Papers, Director of Clinical Commissioning, Mark Docherty and Medical Director, 
Dr Alison Walker say the impact of patient handover delays “continues to deteriorate” with the current trajectory for 
October seeing the Trust losing more between 80 and 100 crews every day.  Head of Risk, Matt Brown, also 
wrote: “Unfortunately, there have been several cases where patient harm has occurred due to the hospital delay, 
resulting in several serious incidents.  The impact on patients is distressing and unsafe but this also impacts our 
staff who are encountering continued stress and frustration due to an inability to respond to other patients, and 
greater exposure to stressful and upsetting patient conditions, feeling helpless in some cases.”  Speaking during 
the Board meeting, Trust Chairman, Prof. Ian Cumming, said: “The biggest risk is not for the patient in the        
ambulance who has two clinicians with them; it is for the patients in our communities that we can’t get to that are 
the real risk.”   
 

Pledge Not to Give Up 
The Trust’s Chief Executive has made a pledge to ‘not give up’ despite the worst handover delays in the Trust’s 
history.  Anthony Marsh told the Trust Board that the Service will do everything in it’s power to improve the       
service.  And he said supporting staff to enable them to do the right thing is a key part of that.  He said there are 
six key actions the Trust is taking to make improvements: 

• Strengthening the Hospital Ambulance Liaison Office provision across the region, particularly at the most 
challenged hospitals 

• Supporting crews who are cohorting patients with staff continuing to take observations and provide pain 
relief where necessary 

• To keep supporting the Clinical Validation Team who are already making a massive impact with anything up 
to 20% of calls resulting in no ambulance being sent 

• Push to allow more intelligent conveyancing, 24/7 

• Encourage staff to maximise the use of Alternative Care Pathways and work with partners to develop these 
further 

• Continue working with hospitals and other parts of the NHS to break the log jam.  The Trust’s Patient 
Transport Service already provides the fastest discharges in the country 

Mr Marsh said: “The current pressures on staff in control and on the road is intolerable but we will never give up 
trying to make improvements.”  Staffside Secretary, Pete Green, who was at the Trust Board, said: “There is lots 
of pressure on all NHS staff which is causing stress and anxiety.  It is clear that the West Midlands is far worse 
than any other part of the country but the Trust is doing everything possible to support staff.”   
 

Record Number Join All Staff Briefing 
Over 450 staff joined a Teams meeting last month to hear an update 
on where the Trust is and to ask questions of senior managers.  It was 
led by Trust Chief Executive Anthony Marsh who updated staff on the 
unprecedented levels of demand that are currently being faced.  He 
confirmed that the Trust will continue to recruit as many staff as      
possible into 999 / 111 call centres as well as student and graduate 
paramedics.  He said: “We are currently holding hundreds of        
emergencies mainly due to the hospital handover delays.  Hospital 
staff are under just as much pressure as we are as is every part of 
emergency and urgent care pathway.  We are doing everything we can 
to escalate at local, regional and national levels.  With COVID still extremely prevalent, the risk is that this will lead 
to even more pressures.  It is vital that as many staff as possible get their COVID-19 and flu jabs and continue to 
wear PPE as this will keep staff physically well.”   
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Top Stories……. 

Clinical Validation Team Success Builds 
The latest figures from the Clinical        
Validation Team show that their work is 
proving increasingly successful in        
reducing the number of cases that       
ambulance crews need to respond to.  
During September, the team triaged 
16,226 Category 3 and Category 4 calls 
out of the total of 21,423 that the Trust received.  Of those, less than 5,000 resulted in an ambulance being sent 
with 11,240 (69.3%) resulting in an alternative pathway being used.  These ranged from self care, using primary 
care, community urgent response service, mental health services or community nursing teams.  Other callers were 
made appointments for SDEC (Same Day Emergency Care) services.  Integrated Emergency & Urgent Care    
Director, Jeremy Brown, said: “The Clinical Validation Team is making a real difference to all parts of the           
organisation.  They have substantially reduced the number of cases that frontline crews are having to respond to, 
which can only be a good thing for staff, but equally, means patients are getting a much more appropriate         
response to their needs.  Although our hear & treat rate is now up to 18.1%, there is still further work to be done to 
expand the work of the team, but talking to them, they are most certainly up for the challenge.”   
 

Numbers Leaving Down on Previous Years 
New figures show that the number of staff leaving the organisation is down on previous years.  The data shows 
that apart from July 2021, the number leaving for other organisations or retiring is less than last year and         
compared to other ambulance trusts and other NHS organisations, is considerably lower.  People Director, Carla 
Beechey, said: “The last couple of years have been hard for staff in all areas of the organisation, but in the main, 
staff are continuing to work with us.  The Trust is working hard to provide additional support in a wide range of  

areas so that existing staff play just as important 
part of our future as new staff do.  This has   
included continuing to provide training for staff, 
increased mental wellbeing and better additional 
support locally.  We encourage staff to raise 
concerns as early as possible with their local 
management teams or by accessing one of the 
support networks that are available 24-hours-a-
day, so we can help them as soon as possible.” 
 

Trust Tests Major Incident Response 
The Trust’s response to a major incident was tested recently as part of a multi-agency exercise at Moor Street   
railway station in Birmingham. Exercise BorderFist saw 24 SORT Clinicians, 10 Operational Managers, HART, an 
on call Tactical Commander, two Tactical Incident Commanders and a Medical Advisor respond to reports of up to 
100 patients affected by a biological attack. Co-ordinating the response were members of EOC’s Incident       
Command Desk, a strategic capacity manager and duty manager. To help make the situation feel more realistic, 
live actors played the part of affected or injured casualties which helped the Trust to test its response to an       

incident of this magnitude. Hazardous Area Response Team Support 
Manager, Nick Pavard, organised the event from a WMAS aspect and 
said: “Firstly I would like to say a massive thank you to all those who 
volunteered to take part in the exercise. In particular, the student    
paramedics who gave up a Saturday night to act as patients. The   
exercise could not have taken place without them. Training exercises 
are extremely important, not to mention a legal requirement. They aim 
to make sure all agencies are as fully prepared as possible for the real 
thing, should it ever happen. As with all of our exercises there were 
elements that went well and areas of learning, in the weeks ahead we 
as an organisation will reflect on both.” 

Summary Total % 

Total Cat 3 and 4 incidents 21,423 - 

Total calls triaged 16,226 75.7% 

Outcome – ambulance response   4,986 30.7% 

Outcome – alternative pathway / self care 11,240 69.3% 

 Benchmarking - Turnover % FTE (by month) 

Month Trust Region Country National 

Apr-21 0.7% 0.9% 1.1% 1.1% 

May-21 0.6% 1.1% 1.1% 1.2% 

Jun-21 0.7% 0.9% 1.0% 1.0% 

Jul-21 0.9% 0.9% 1.2% 1.2% 

Aug-21 1.1% 2.3% 2.6% 2.5% 

Sep-21 0.9% 1.1% 1.4% 1.4% 
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Top stories……. 

Man Jailed After Assaulting Ambulance Crew 
A man who threatened an ambulance crew with a knife in      
August has been jailed for eight months. Simon Picken, 37, was 
jailed at Shrewsbury Crown Court on September 29

th
 after 

pleading guilty to one count of affray and four counts of assault 
by beating of an emergency worker. Dudley paramedic Jason 
Kirkham was part of an ambulance crew who attended a case in 
Newport in August 2021. When they arrived, Picken became 
verbally abusive before pushing both crew members and     
chasing them out of the property whilst holding a knife.          
Reflecting on the sentence, Jason said: “It is pleasing to see a 
custodial sentence handed down and hopefully this will act as a 
deterrent to others who think it is ok to abuse us and attack us. I 
also hope that this sentence acts as a precedent for any future 
sentences should any of my colleagues be unfortunate enough 
to find themselves having to go through the same ordeal.”    
Dudley Senior Operations Manager, Dax Morris, added: “It is unbelievable to think that when attending to a patient in 
their hour of need, staff have been faced with this. It is completely unacceptable, but I am pleased the judge handed 
down such a strong sentence.” 

 
Custodial Sentence After Ambulance Crew Assault 
In April 2020, an aggressive male was arrested by police following an assault on an ambulance crew from Stoke. The 
Trust was pleased to hear that the offender was recently found guilty of three charges - affray, assault and            
possession of an offensive weapon. The conviction resulted in a custodial sentence of 34 weeks and a fine. Stoke 
Senior  Operations Manager, Wendy Hands, said: “This is a very good result and one which the staff are very 
pleased about. It’s nice to see some positive action by the police in the first instance and the justice system, who 
have taken the issue of violence towards emergency service workers seriously, in following up with a custodial     
sentence.” 
 

Body Worn Cameras 
At the end of October the Trust’s body worn camera trial went live; initially at nine ambulance hubs 
plus the Hazardous Area Response Team. The remaining six hubs (Hollymoor, Dudley, Sandwell,         
Hereford, Bromsgrove and Shrewsbury) will go live soon.  It will be mandatory for staff to book out 
a camera and to take it with them but activation is at the discretion of individual staff.  Head of    
Security and Safety, John Kelly, said: “Ultimately, it is disappointing that this trial is necessary as 
our staff should be able to go about their work without the fear of being injured when all they are 
trying to do is help people. However, we see far too many examples of this happening so hopefully 
the cameras will afford staff some additional protection.  Using them will allow staff to capture vital 
evidence to ensure prosecutions and tough sentences can be handed down.”  

 

Deena Reflects on Stab Vest Trial 
Saturday 9

th
 October saw Willenhall-based paramedic Deena Evans undertake her first shift on 

the road as part of the Trust’s body armour trial.  Deena is one of 22 volunteers taking part in 
the three-month test at Willenhall Hub, which will end in the New Year.  Reflecting at the start of 
the shift, Deena, who was seriously stabbed by a patient whilst on duty last year, said: “It’s a 
shame it has come to this, but I could not be more relieved!  I feel less anxious about working 
frontline shifts wearing it, and they are actually quite comfortable!”  Each volunteer will        
complete a questionnaire at the end of the trial and the results will be evaluated and presented 
to the Trust Board.  Trust Chief Executive, Anthony Marsh, said: “I am saddened that we have 
reached a point where we are having to undertake such a trial.  I would like to thank the staff 
who are taking part in it as their views will provide us with valuable feedback about the use of 
stab vests whilst responding to patients.”  
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News……. 

Trust Recognises Officers Who Saved Two Paramedics 
The two police officers who arguably saved the lives of Deena Evans and 
Mick Hipgrave when they were stabbed in 2020 have received prestigious 
awards from the Trust.  PC Victoria Gaunt and PC Michael Edge were   
given Blue Light Commendations by Chief Executive Anthony Marsh at a 
ceremony in Headquarters recently.  The pair were with Deena and Mick 
when Martyn Smith came at them with two knives stabbing the pair on 6

th
 

July last year.  PCs Gaunt and Edge were accompanied by their partners 
and also met up with Mick and Deena at the ceremony.  Deena said: “It 
was great to see them again.  We are both so grateful that they were with 
us on that day. If they hadn’t been, the outcome could have been a lot   
different.  As well as being there when we needed them most, they were 
both so good with us after the stabbing providing reassurance and helping us get through it.”  Mr Marsh added: 
“Although I met Victoria and Michael not long after the incident, it was a real privilege to be able to recognise them 
formally for their swift actions which helped to save Mick and Deena.  They undoubtedly put their own lives on the 
line to save their blue light colleagues, something I will forever be grateful for.  I am also grateful that the footage 
captured on their Body Worn Cameras played a key role in gaining an admission of guilt from Smith which spared 
everyone having to go through a trial.” 
 

HR Team is Highly Commended in Heroes Awards 
Like all parts of the organisation, the Trust’s HR team has faced challenges it could never have expected during 
the past two years but thanks to everyone’s hard work and dedication, they have met those challenges head on 
and continued to work to an incredibly high standard. Their efforts have received deserved recognition in the form 
of being highly commended at the HR Heroes Awards in the Team category. The awards were hosted by         
Caseflow HR and their Commercial and Operations Director, Jill Hartigan, who is well known to many within 

WMAS having worked for the Trust for many years.  Recently she presented Head 
of Human Resources, Lucy Mackracken, with the award. Lucy said: “I nominated 
the team for the award to recognise that, like many other teams at WMAS, they 
have worked tirelessly and gone above and beyond to support staff and managers    
during these unprecedented times. They have taken on additional tasks both    
outside of normal working hours and on top of their normal workload to assist with 
Covid staff testing and serology testing. I am also proud of the way they have  
supported each other as a team both professionally and personally and continue 
to provide an exceptional service to the Trust.” 
 

Lee-Anne Nominated for Prestigious Award 
A Gravelly based Patient Transport Service apprentice has been nominated for a prestigious award in the Health, 
Education and Care category at the Birmingham Apprentice of the Year Awards.  Lee-Anne Courtney, joined the 
Trust in 2019 as a patient carer and has now completed her apprenticeship in Healthcare Support Services.  The 
Awards are run by the Ladder for Greater Birmingham, an initiative launched in 2018 aimed at creating 1,000 new 
apprenticeships in Birmingham and Solihull.  were set up to recognise the good work being done by staff,         
employers and training providers.  Lee-Anne had a long career in catering but followed other family members into 
the ambulance service.  She said: “I could see how much they enjoyed their work so decided 
to join them.  When the apprentice came up I was keen to apply because it provided me a    
better qualification.”  She will be up against apprentices from Sandwell and West Birmingham 
NHS Trust and Happy Kids Daycare.  Kelly Paget, Operations Manager at Gravelly, said: “We 
are really proud of how Lee-Anne has developed her skills and all the hard work she has put 
into the apprenticeship.  Everyone at Gravelly will be rooting for her on the night.”                
Non-Emergency Services Operations Delivery Director, Michelle Brotherton, added: “We have 
an excellent record in these awards with Kevin Naylor and Mohammed Islam taking the overall 
prize on each of the last two years.  However, whether Lee-Anne wins or not doesn’t matter, 
it’s still a tremendous achievement that she has been nominated against so many other      
contenders.  I am delighted that all her hard work has been recognised.” 
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 News……. 

EPR2 Goes Live 
The roll out of EPR2 is now well underway across the Trust. The new electronic patient report form has seen a 
significant number of upgrades compared to the existing product which came to the end of its life and needed   
replacing. Project lead, Paul Baker, said: “I’d like to thank all of the staff who have undertaken the training and are 
now using the new system.  I’d also like to thank them for the feedback and patience; as with all new systems, 
there have been a few issues, but these have all been resolved quickly with the help of staff.  The feedback I have 
had so far is that the new system is remarkably similar to the old one, but staff have welcomed the improvements 
that we have been able to make to it, all of which will help to provide the best patient care possible moving        
forwards.” 
 

Two New Research Paramedics Start  
Two new research paramedics have taken up their  roles as 
the Trust begins working on two important clinical trials into 
the use of Ketamine and how cardiac arrests are managed.  
Coventry based Chrissy Evans and Rob Millard from      
Warwick will be working on the PARAMEDIC-3 trial which is 
looking at whether I/V or I/O cannulation should be used in 
cardiac arrests.  They will also be assisting on research into 
ketamine use via the PACKMAN study.  Chrissy who has 
been a paramedic for eight years, the last four with WMAS, 
said: “WMAS is one of the leading ambulance trusts in the 
country for research.  The role will give me the opportunity 
to help improve care for countless patients through studies 
such as PARAMEDIC-3 and PACKMAN.”  Rob added: “My 
dissertation on bacterial meningitis was what first got me 
interested in research and I wanted to take that further and 
saw this role as a way of  expanding my knowledge and 
helping to improve patient care.  I’d like to thank the local 
management team in Warwick for being so supportive in helping me to expand my career.” 
 

Shropshire Family Send Letter of Thanks 
A family from Shropshire, whose son has needed ambulance assistance several times this year due to ill health, 
have sent in a letter of thanks to the Trust. In the letter, mum and dad said: “We are the family of a boy who has 
needed you a lot and we would like to thank staff. It is hard for him to ring and to talk and get things right because 
he has got a learning disability and quite a few other problems too. Your staff have been very happy to talk to him 
slowly [on 999 calls] and make him feel safe while they have done things to him. He loved the little rainbow badge 

they [a crew] gave to 
him. Thank you from 
both of us.” Their son 
also wrote his own 
message in the 
Thank You card 
which says: “I would 
just like to say than 
you to the ambulance 
service for coming to 
me throughout this 
year. They have been 
so kind to me when I 
have been so very 
unwell.”  

http://www.warwick.ac.uk/paramedic3
http://www.warwick.ac.uk/packman
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News……. 

Crews Quick Thinking At Scene of Fire 
A Warwick crew were in the right place at the right 
time last month when they came across a pub fire. 
Paramedic Claire Attenborough, Technician      
Matthew Warke and university student Kerry Wood 
were on scene at a 999 call in Wellesbourne in the 
early hours of a Monday morning when they     
spotted a fire at an old pub. The crew immediately 
alerted control whilst also managing to alert the 
occupant inside the pub who was safely removed 
uninjured. Neighbouring properties were also   
alerted as quickly as possible in case the fire 
spread. Ryan Hawley, Warwick Operations      
Manager, said: “Their quick thinking almost        
certainly helped to prevent the occupant and nearby residents from being harmed.” 

 
Joyce Calls Time on 30 Year Career 
Last month marked a big day for Lichfield paramedic Joyce Meredith when she called time on her career.  She 

joined the then Staffordshire Ambulance Service in November 1990 working 
on the Patient Transport Service contract out of Uttoxeter.  Her career quickly 
developed, and she completed her technician training and went on to become 
a paramedic in 2011 working across Staffordshire including Uttoxeter, Burton 
and Lichfield.  Although Joyce has retired from the ambulance service and is 
busy looking after seven grandchildren, she is still very much involved in   
saving lives; she is actively working as a COVID-19 vaccinator.  She said: 
“The highlight of my career was becoming a paramedic and I am proud of 
what I have achieved during my 31-year career.”  Lichfield Senior Operations 
Manager, Graeme Jones, added: “Joyce was a true lady at Lichfield Hub.  We 
will all very much miss her.” 

 

Ambulance Supporter Len Given Biggest Thank you   
A resident at a retirement village in Coventry, who 
is a well-known and much-loved character to local 
crews, received the biggest thank you recently from 
WMAS. Since the start of the pandemic last year, 
resident Len has become a bit of a legend to     
Coventry and Warwickshire crews. Every time an 
ambulance crew visits the retirement village to   
respond to another resident, Len would make his 
way down to the ambulance, day and night, and 
Sellotape a packet of biscuits or sweets to the    
ambulance with a note “Have a break. From Len” 
which the crew would then find when they returned 
to their vehicle.  Recently, Len bumped into a crew 
at the village and explained that he hasn’t been 
very well, has been diagnosed with bone cancer and apologised profusely as now wasn’t able to get down to 
each ambulance if he’s feeling unwell. Paramedic Sarah Payne, said: “After we’d found out about his illness and 
the fact that he was still determined to look after us, we decided to show Len our appreciation by organising a 
collection on hub. We bought Len some gifts to say thanks including a teddy bear, WMAS crest, a hamper and 
cakes. Len is such a selfless individual and we really do appreciate all that he has done for us so it was time we 
showed him how much his little gifts have meant to us. Thanks Len!”  


